EK BHARATH SHRESTH BHARATH Webinar Series

Title: History of Telangana/ Haryana

Date: 25/07/2020 Time: 11:00 AM

Participants: 37

MLR Institute of Technology, Dundigal, Hyderabad, Telangana conducted Webinar on ‘History of Telangana/ Haryana’ in Association with MMCIT & BM (Hotel Management) of Maharshi Markandeya Deemed to be University, Mullana, Ambala, Haryana, Under EK BHARATH SHRESTH BHARATH program an initiative of MHRD, Government of India.

Program was started at 11:00 AM with lighting of lamp and prayer song. EBSB coordinators of both colleges welcomed the dignitaries and participants of the program. Students recited a poem describing the greatness of Haryana. After the speeches of the dignitaries, students of MMDU given their presentation on History of Haryana and famous personalities of Haryana. Later students of MLRIT presented the history of Telangana Pre-Independence and Post-Independence. They also explained about the struggle and sacrifice of the Telangana people undergone to get a separate state. Program was ended with a poem recited by MMDU EBSB coordinator stating the relationship with MLRIT and National Anthem.